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	WRI seeks to engage the private sector to help solve climate and energy challenges by sharing strategies and solutions with corporate partners and helping businesses capture the competitive advantages offered by a zero-carbon future.



		

  


    Tomorrow’s economy is ripe with business opportunity for companies that position themselves to maximize climate advantages.




WRI and InnoCentive


WRI teamed up with InnoCentive, the world leader in Challenge Driven Innovation, to help local communities communicate what they need to adapt to changing climate conditions. This effort was part of WRI’s work on next practices, innovative, transformative strategies that go beyond today’s best practices. Read more about our InnoCentive challenge:


	Challenge Announcement
	Q&A with WRI’s Eliot Metzger on the InnoCentive Challenge
	Perspectives on Innovation: World Resources Institute 







WRI has a long history of partnering with the private sector to advance corporate climate change leadership. Efforts such as the Green Power Market Development Group (GPMDG) and regional climate groups - Climate Northeast, Midwest and Southeast - have produced results for WRI and the business community, starting with the pioneering “Safe Climate, Sound Business” action agenda. See our Project History timeline below for useful links and more information.


Through our current work, including the Next Practice Collaborative and the Climate-Safe Business Network, WRI seeks to understand both the near-term, practical priorities for corporate climate leadership and the long-term business approaches that will lead to a strong, climate-safe economy.


WRI experts work closely with our business partners on greenhouse gas accounting via the Greenhouse Gas Protocol, renewable energy & energy efficiency, carbon capture and storage (CCS), U.S. and international climate policy and a range of other issues.


New: Solar@Work San Francisco: WRI is working with the City of San Francisco on a group purchasing program to bring inexpensive solar power to companies across the Bay Area. Read more


Project History
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 Mining Megatrends for Innovation: Making a case for bolder action in a changing climate

 Dec 5, 2011 
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 Filling the Sustainability Innovation Gap

 Oct 12, 2011 
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 In Next Practice Collaborative, Top Companies Transition to Low-Carbon Future

 Jul 28, 2011 

   from 
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Bottom Line on Public-Private Finance Tools for Energy Efficiency
June, 2011
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Adapting for a Green Economy: Companies, Communities and Climate Change 
June, 2011
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Average Total Employment for Different Energy Technologies
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Net Annual Installed Wind Power Capacity in the United States, 1998–2009
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Samantha Putt del PinoCo-director, Business Engagement in Climate and Technologysam@wri.org+1 (202) 729-7660
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Alex PereraCo-director, Business Engagement in Climate and Technologyaperera@wri.org+1 (202) 729-7729
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Eliot MetzgerSenior Associateemetzger@wri.org+1 (202) 729-7848
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Jenna GoodwardAssociatejgoodward@wri.org+ 1 (202) 729-7864
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Sally ProwittResearch Analystsprowitt@wri.org+1 (202) 729-7904
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Laura PocknellCommunications Specialistlpocknell@wri.org+1 (202) 729-7823
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Pankaj BhatiaDirector, GHG Protocolpankaj@wri.org+1 (202) 729-7629
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    Be a part of WRI’s vital work to address climate change. Join forces with WRI as a business partner or a donor.
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10 G Street NE Suite 800,
Washington, DC 20002, USA /
Phone +1 (202) 729-7600 /
Fax +1 (202) 729-7610
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